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This week brings a lot of new research and policy. The DOD IG released a report
on Middle Tier Acquisition authorities, looking at 11 of the 69 programs currently
using MTA for either rapid prototyping or rapid fielding. They found that MTA is
being used effectively to streamline acquisitions, involve users in development,
and maintain sufficient oversight. In other research on rapid acquisition, we
include a review of James Hasik’s new book-length case study of MRAP
acquisition. Two new bits of policy out this week: the DoD’s climate adaptation
plan and the State Department’s geospatial data strategy.
In acquisition news and events, we’re hearing more from current or prospective
leaders. Our top story highlights the Navy’s acquisition priorities, which include
sustainment, digital designs for shipyards, and consolidating business systems.
Prospective Air Force acquisition lead Andrew Hunter testified with the SASC
this week, talking F-35 costs, IT modernization, and more. The Supreme Court
refused to weigh in on Oracle’s legal complaint on JEDI, and Oracle still isn’t
happy about how DoD is evaluating their cloud capabilities. 
You probably already know this, but here's more good news: the Senate voted to
raise the debt ceiling yesterday. The House is scheduled to take up the vote on
Tuesday
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Tuesday. 
And in ARP news: if you’ve been looking for material from this year’s
symposium, navigate over to the Proceedings page, where you’ll find papers,
presentations, and some videos of individual speakers. (Your humble editor has
posted a few videos of full panel discussions on YouTube, but it has been slow
going.)  
Finally, next week is our webinar on Acquiring Emerging Technologies. We’ve
got a great lineup for you, connecting research with real-world challenges and
successes ranging from how to identify worthwhile new tech to getting it through
the defense acquisition system and onto platforms. This newsletter has a special
section on emerging technologies in honor of our upcoming event. Join us next
Thursday, and bring your questions!
This Week's Top Story 
US Navy acquisition chief outlines FY22 priorities 
 Megan Eckstein, Navy Times
The U.S. Navy will prioritize readiness and
sustainment in this new fiscal year, the acting Navy
acquisition chief told Defense News.
Fiscal 2022 is starting under a continuing resolution
that won’t allow new programs to start or procurement quantities to increase —
but Jay Stefany, acting assistant secretary of the Navy for research, development
and acquisition (ASN RDA), said that’s not as problematic for the Navy this year
as it was in previous years.
There are so few new programs this year that, when asked about a list of
anomalies the Navy would send to congressional appropriators — which are used
to pursue exceptions to CR rules and allow new programs to start or grow in
quantity — Stefany said: “For the first CR, it’s not a long list. If there is a second
CR, that would be a different story.”
Read more.
ARP and NPS News
18th Annual Acquisition Research Symposium
Papers & Proceedings
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Sort through papers and presentations, organized by
panels.
 
Acquiring Emerging Technologies: A
Conversation 
 October 14, 2021  |  12:00-2:00 PT
Join a conversation about recent initiatives in and around the department,
blending voices from the innovation ecosystem with the latest findings from
technology researchers at NPS.
PANELISTS
Chris Manuel, Director of NavalX Central Coast Tech Bridge at Naval
Postgraduate School
Dr. Johnathan Mun, NPS Professor of Research
VADM Dave Lewis (Ret.), Acquisition Chair at NPS
Mike Madsen, Director of Strategic Engagement at Defense Innovation Unit
 
NPS Faculty and Student Receive Award for
Innovative Contracting Projects 
 ARP blog post
Two members of the Naval Postgraduate School community recently received
The Future of Pricing and Procurement Award from the Pricing for Contract and
Government Professionals magazine.  We are proud to note that NPS has both
an established leader and a rising innovator in this year’s recipients–and both are
part of the Acquisition Research Program community.
Acquisition and Innovation
Pentagon finishes research for JEDI replacement as Supreme Court
dismisses final legal challenge 
 Jared Serbu, Federal News Network
Air Force pick pledges to tackle F-35 sustainment costs, back nuclear
modernization 
 Joe Gould, Defense News
EIS vendors ‘concerned’ some agencies won’t make 2022 deadline 
 Billy Mitchell Fedscoop
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Billy Mitchell, Fedscoop
Key DOD tech nominee would check for ‘undue bias’ toward prime
contractors 
 Tony Bertuca, Inside Defense
Palantir scores US Army contract to build out intelligence data fabric 
 Mark Pomerleau, C4ISRNET
James Geurts Named to Strategic Advisory Board for Intellisense Systems 
 Carol Collins, Executive Gov
Emerging Technologies
Research: Better Monitoring and Better Spying: The Implications of
Emerging Technology for Arms Control 
 Jane Vaynman, Texas National Security Review
Viewpoint: Transforming Our Systems Engineering Approach Using Digital
Technology 
 Holly Dunlap and Dave Chesebrough, National Defense
Research
Living Within One’s Means: Revisiting Defense Acquisition and Affordability
Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments
Going Back to the Future on Defense Acquisition 
 Christine Fox and Sarah Stevenson, USNI Proceedings
Securing the MRAP: A Review of James Hasik’s New Book 
 Mark Wilson, Complex Histories
Audit of Department of Defense Middle Tier of Acquisition Rapid
Prototyping and Rapid Fielding Programs 
 DoD Inspector General
Events
Weapons of Mass Disruption: A Conversation with Admiral James Stavridis
on the Future Force, Geopolitics and Leadership 
 NPS SECNAV Guest Lecture 
 October 12, 2021  |  3:00 pm PT
Defense and Federal Government
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Defense and Federal Government
Navy secretary’s new strategic guidance focuses on deterring China from
invading Taiwan 
 Megan Eckstein, Defense News
Swarm grammar: DARPA to test whether single user can control 200 drones
Mark Pomerleau, C4ISRNET
House Intel Committee OKs Space Force Intel Center 
 Theresa Hitchens, Breaking Defense
National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency boss reveals data strategy 
 Nathan Strout, C4ISRNET
Commentary: Biden’s Bold Antitrust Agenda Faces Early Test With Defense
Industry 
 Hank Naughton, The Defense Post
Policy
Geospatial Data Strategy 
 U.S. Department of State
Department of Defense Climate Adaptation Plan 
 U.S. Department of Defense
Congress
House to vote Tuesday on debt limit hike 
 Cristina Marcos, The Hill
This week in Congress: When will defense appropriations arrive? 
 Leo Shane III, Military Times
Here’s how the new continuing resolution will frustrate the Pentagon 
 Joe Gould, Megan Eckstein, Jen Judson  |  Defense News
Contact the editor
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